
Trimble’s Viewpoint Enterprise resource planning (ERP) helps construction companies manage their 
resources more effectively. But even with a sophisticated, industry-focused ERP solution, managing 
employee spend can be complex without robust tools in the field. 

Emburse integrates directly with Trimble’s Viewpoint Spectrum, ensuring employee expense data exports 
into the ERP automatically. It handles cost allocations and approval workflows as staff move between 
projects. With a two-way sync, users can expect faster expense reconciliation and a drastic reduction  
of errors.

Better together
Emburse Chrome River’s automated expense and accounts payable solutions provide rapid value to your firm. 
Intelligent workflows simplify complex approval flows and remove the guesswork from your processes.

Simplify your 
construction firm’s 
employee expenses

Employ automation 
from anywhere 

Cut your expense and invoice 
processing times in half, enable 

work from any jobsite, and 
significantly reduce manual efforts 

by employees.

Leverage visibility to 
control expenses

Gain a complete overview of 
spending to control cash flow 

better, monitor trends to control 
costs, and make more informed 

policy decisions. 

Ensure compliance 
without effort

Built-in controls keep spending 
within policy while catching 

duplicates, eliminating errors,  
and ensuring the accuracy of 

billable expenses.
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Simplify expenses and 
control spend
We’re making it easier for construction companies to manage 
their expenses and control spending with this Viewpoint 
Spectrum and Emburse Chrome River integration, powered by 
Trimble’s Data Xchange team. Here is look at the data mapping:

Solutions that grow with you
We take a holistic approach to building scalable solutions that 
adapt to your firm. The Emburse Ecosystem constantly adds new 
product enhancements to keep our customers ahead of their peers.

Expense 
solutions built for 
construction

Mobile solutions
Expereince the same functionality 
from your phone or desktop, 
allowing you to quickly work from 
the jobsite with ease.

Simplified payments 
Tailored solutions from Emburse 
Pay let you quickly pay employees, 
vendors, and contractors. 

Temporary permissions 
Delegate access to assistants or 
field admins to submit expenses for 
project managers or executives.

Configurable workflows
Leverage fluid approval paths to 
ensure the right people approve 
project-related and overhead 
expenditures.

Thanks to Trimble Data Xchange, Viewpoint customers 
can now confidently consider Emburse Chrome River 
for their expense management without major concerns 
about its ability to connect with and act as an extension 
of their accounting system.

Steve Hellin
Trimble Data Xchange, Partnerships Executive

Expense Coding Data  Entity/Entity Type/Allocation
This feature brings expense coding data such as jobs, phases, cost types, Gls, 
equipments, cost codes, etc., from Trimble Viewpoint Spectrum into Chrome 
River for selection on expense reports.

PR Employees Person
This feature brings active employees from Trimble Viewpoint Spectrum’s  
PR module into Chrome River as users/persons.

AP Vendor Invoices Exported Expense Reports
This feature brings exported expense reports from Chrome River into  
Trimble Viewpoint Spectrum’s AP Invoice module, with attachments.
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